Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) about the changes to the clinical track:
1. What is the purpose of the new clinical track pathways?
A. The pathways are designed as a development tool to help faculty who want to focus their
careers, and to give examples and resources on how to do this. The pathways can serve as a way
to design personal career goals and to be more creative by adding different components to your
academic portfolio.
2. Does every faculty member on the clinical track have to “commit” to a certain pathway?
A. No, not everyone will fit into one of the pathways. There will be a portion of the faculty that will
have an individualized path. This is similar to what has been the traditional approach to the
clinical track; the portfolio may not be focused in one area, and could include teaching, service
and scholarship. The pathways are primarily designed as a development tool to help faculty
focus their careers, with suggestions to help you become more successful. Faculty members are
not required to choose a pathway or make changes to their professional direction, unless they
desire to do so. Newer faculty may find the pathway model helpful when facing choices about
how to invest their time and effort.
3. I have been here for years and feel well-established in my career and career trajectory. Do I
need to make any changes?
A. No, if your career is going well and your goals are in line with your and your department’s
interests, there is nothing you need to change. However, the pathways may help even wellestablished faculty look at new opportunities or determine what steps could support efforts to
achieve promotion.
4. I am a newer faculty member, should I choose one of the pathways?
A. The pathways are designed as a development tool to help faculty focus their careers with
resources to assist them to be successful. Discuss your interests with your mentor or
departmental leadership, so you can start working toward your career goals. If your goals don’t
perfectly fit into one of the pathways, the Individualized Portfolio path might be your best
choice.
5. There is a new section in M-CV called “Clinical track scholarly contributions.” What belongs in
that area?
A. This area is designed for those people who are on a specific pathway so that non-traditional
scholarly contributions that may not fit well under the traditional components of the
bibliography section can be placed here. Examples specific to the different pathways are given
when clicking the “help with this page” button on the top right. All peer-reviewed publications
and chapters still belong in the bibliography section, but this M-CV section can be used for other
contributions.

6. Have there been changes to what is considered scholarship in the promotion and appointment
process for clinical track faculty?
A. In addition to the traditional peer-reviewed publications, chapters, review articles, Up-to-Date
articles, and clinical guidelines that are published locally, are all now included within the
category of scholarship.
7. Can I switch pathways?
A. Absolutely. The pathways are not designed to be static and often a new faculty member starts
out with an idea of what their career will look like and then after a few years, find out there are
other things in which they excel or are of interest to them. Discuss with your mentor to see what
options there are within the department to change your career focus. Remember the pathways
are not prescriptive but more of a tool to use to help with making career decisions.

